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OUR
COMMITMENT
For URIMAT, sustainability means using
innovative, waterless sanitary products to
sustainably improve people's quality of life and
thus protect the earth's limited resources in the
long term. In all of our activities we take
economic, ecological and social aspects into

Recycling:
Our high-tech plastic urinals can be recycled which
is a great advantage compared to standard urinals.
In our whole company we avoid a lot of printed
papers due to digitalisation of processes and
standards. We produce no toxic waste and recylce
all our waste according to Swiss standards.

account.
Our focus is on recognizing important
technological and social trends at an early stage
and developing suitable products and services
for customers that generate added value for
customers and protect our environment.

What we do:
We are committed to minimising and preventing
any adverse impact on the environment caused
by our activities or products. We will maximise
the efficient use of all our resources, especially
in the use of water.
Reduce waste:
We continously improve our products to reduce
waste. For instance we avoid plastic bags for
packaging everywhere we can; we use only
cardboard packaging of recycled material and
during our production no toxic chemicals are
used.

Cleaning products:
We produce and supply only biological cleaning
products without any toxic ingredients. Our cleaner
is totally biodegradable and consists only of
microorganisms and water assuring no negative
influence for the enivronment.

CO2-Reduction:
We are committed to reduce our Carbon footprint,
i.e. our printed documents ar CO2-neutral
transported. Compared to standard urinals our low
weight urinals save CO2 throughout the whole
distribution chain. The energy to produce URIMAT
urinals comes from Swiss hydroelectric power
plants and thus from CO2 neutral sources. We
prefer regional partnerships to avoid long transport
ways.
Mobility
We aime to establish a pure electronic vehicle fleet
with all company cars with an "A" energy efficiency
class. We reduce our travelling to a reasonable
minimum and realize video calls with our
partners/customers whenever possible.

